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Latha is an outstanding Leadership Coach and Mentor, who exhibits a rare perfect blend of vast corporate knowledge and spiritual depth. She is incredibly intuitive, a wonderful listener and highly pragmatic. It’s commendable how she puts her coachees at ease while subtly guiding them towards discovering, dealing and resolving creativity blocks at the subconscious levels, and therefore helping them achieve their professional and personal goals. I would recommend her to professionals and entrepreneurs who are looking at personal and organisational elevation.


Anurag Mittal, Founder CEO, Newsvoir

Madhu’s coaching has opened my mind to things I always knew (at the back of my mind) but never realized or reflected on. I particularly liked her style of not giving a ready-made solution but, through a very thoughtful process, enabling me to get the answers myself.
Rayomand Karkaria, Finance Head, Siemens DI - Process Automation


Latha comes with a wealth of experience in Well-being initiatives. She has helped our organization to value empathy, improve quality of life and take care of self and family. We indeed benefited a lot from her engagements. The effort, time, and energy required for each live and off-line sessions were tremendous, and she provided equal attention to all the content. Thank you for your contributions.


Kiran Bableshwar, CPS Director, Icertis

Latha is an inspiration and role model for the younger generation. Some of the best arsenals in Latha’s repertoire are her articulation skill, eloquent and easy-going style, smooth sailing from point to point and logical conclusion of any complex situation. It’s always a pleasure to learn how to effectively use the body language while communicating to different groups. She is full of innovative ideas and also a great coach. We want to interact with her more often in TE’s learning and development journey.
Aniruddha Bhattacharyya, Head of F&A and Analytics - FSS, TE Connectivity India, Bengaluru

The stories and case study were so relatable and everyone in the room was engaged. Interactive and ‘immersive learning’ experience on Building Resilience.
Daya Makwana, HR and Site Head, TomTom India


What impressed me was the clarity of thoughts and Latha’s ability to help me decipher different tricky scenarios and arrive at a best possible solution with clarity and steadfastness. Thank You for this wonderful coaching journey!


Business Head, German Pharmaceutical Company, Mumbai

Madhu’s ability to create a reflective space in our coaching session is exceptional. She has skilfully helped me navigate complex challenges, clarify priorities and discover powerful internal resources. The hallmark of a a good coach is their ability to unlock new potential even in experienced leaders and Madhu has demonstrated that early in our engagement. Thank you Madhu!
 Deepak Sharma , Co-founder and CEO, MedLern

Mindful Leadership workshops facilitated by OD Mantra at CleverTap was an intervention aimed at improving focus and concentration. The primary aim was to help reduce stress and anxiety, develop positive relationships and build emotional resilience. These workshops proved to be immensely helpful for our employees and appreciated for both the way the program was designed and delivered. Latha always brought value and engagement even to virtual sessions.
Srilekha, HR Manager, CleverTap

Shishir has an intuitive ability to drill down to the most challenging bottlenecks and root cause of feeling stuck. He led me to possibilities by asking just the right questions, leading to a lot of clarity. I gained insights about the patterns which were obstacles to starting my own business. Also, we worked on building the right mindset for balancing work-life and overcoming mother’s guilt. Today, finding a coach like Shishir is rare.
 Swati V., Bengaluru

Our organisation was embarking on a major change journey, bringing in new core competencies, crucial to our next level of growth. OD Mantra played a key role in this process. Their approach was quite unique and effective. Along with bringing the proven learning models and empirical data, they brought elements of creativity and mindfulness, making the program effective at deeper levels for all the employees.
Harsh Sharma, Director-IS, Medline Industries India Pvt. Ltd.


Latha is a wonderful coach and mentor. Her ability to understand situations, her non-judgemental approach and her ability to ask relevant questions to help coachees arrive at a suitable solution sets her apart from the remaining. She is a great human being, very spiritual and humble which helps to bring a long-term perspective and balance in the conversations.


Functional HR Leader,  


I have worked with Latha for over two years, and wholeheartedly recommend her for exceptional executive coaching. Her guidance in navigating interpersonal challenges has been pivotal in my evolution as a leader. Her unique blend of expertise, empathy, and dedication makes her an outstanding coach and an asset to anyone seeking to elevate their leadership skills.


CTO, AI and Analytics Company, Mumbai


I feel I have progressed professionally in the past year, more than I have ever previously. Latha helped me see the ‘big picture’, identify strengths and work with my weaknesses. While her coaching style is very relaxed she always challenges my thinking and asks the right questions so that I see the situations I face in new ways. This has opened up my understanding and enabled me to achieve better outcomes. Coaching from Latha has been very rewarding!!


Kratika Betai, Sr Manager Finance, Medline India
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Contact Us

	Balewadi, Pune – 411045, India

	
+91 9322958248



	Office@odmantra.com
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